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1. Introduction
The present study was conducted by the Tadcaster and Rural Community Interest
Company (the CIC) during February to August 2014. The CIC undertakes projects for the
regeneration of the town and surrounding villages through development of business and
social activities. This study was aimed at understanding the potential of the food sector in
the area of Tadcaster and across the wider Selby District of North Yorkshire to contribute
to the regeneration of the town and the area.

2. Local food in the area of Tadcaster: the past and the present
The area of Tadcaster has strong historical links with food and farming. A document
dated back to 1797 provides a description of a cottage and a garden found two miles from
Tadcaster. The cottage belonged to a tenant renting a parcel of land from Squire Fairfax
and growing apple-trees, greengage, plums, apricots, berries and vegetables (Bernard,
1797). According to the chair of the Historical Society of Tadcaster, in the eighteenth
century a considerable part of the population of Tadcaster worked on the land owned by
the Percy family (Dawson, 1999). Provision of food and drink for the community and
travelers was gaining in importance at that time. Agricultural activities recorded in the
area of Tadcaster were mostly made by barley, wheat, oats and turnip growing, rearing
dairy cattle and sheep.
However, according to a recent market study conducted in the town, nowadays the
residents of Tadcaster often complain about the lack of both non-food and food outlets.
Forty-two per cent of respondents (out of the total of 800 local residents who participated
in the survey) are dissatisfied with the variety of food shops in the town, 31% are unhappy
with their number and 27% wish they could buy more food in the town (NWA, 2014).

3. Methodology
The purpose of this study was to identify the opportunities to involve players of the food
sector in the area of Tadcaster into the development of its economy. The main objectives
of the study were: 1 - to collect data about the local food sector players located within 10
miles from the town or, if needed, wider in the region; 2 - to create maps showing
locations of these players; 3 - to work out a set of proposals for their involvement into the
development of the local economy.
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The study was focused on the opportunities for improvement of the local food supply
coming from the local producers and retailers. The involvement of Tadcaster’s drink and
catering sectors was very limited as they are dominated by the breweries which restrict
access to their data.
The core study area was centered on Tadcaster and extended to a radius of ten miles,
but opportunities appearing in the rest of Selby District and North Yorkshire were also
taken under consideration. The area covered by a thirty-mile radius circle was taken as a
‘local food supply’ area, i.e. food produced in this area can be called ‘local’ (Willis, 2012).
The primary data on farming, food production and retailing were collected via postal and
on-line surveys. One hundred and seventeen hard copies of a questionnaire for local food
producers were sent to farms found in business listings on the Internet, as no other
sources of farmers’ contact details were available for this study. Links to an on-line
questionnaire created at surveymonkey.com were distributed by email via the National
Farmers Union and the Askham Bryan College. The surveys were launched in early May
2014 and the last responses were received in the middle of June 2014. Hard copies of
questionnaires were also handed to retailers personally in their shops and at the town
market.

4. Study Results
a.

Food retailing in Tadcaster

At the moment there are six outlets selling food in Tadcaster:
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Sainsbury's supermarket,



Sycamore Farm Shop (specialist greengrocer),



Devine Meats (specialist butcher),



G.E. Ward & Sons (specialist butcher),



The Little Delicatessen (fine food and drinks),



Thursday Morning Market.

Three of them - Sycamore Farm Shop, the Little Delicatessen and Devine Meats - are
situated in the High Street. The Thursday Market is also in the town centre, at a small car
park in the back yard of the town’s Social Club. The Market is not visible from the High
Street and can be accessed only from the adjoining St Joseph’s Street.

Figure 1. Food Outlets in Tadcaster.
Sainsbury’s was excluded from the study, as it was focused rather on small local retailers
than on large retail chains. All these outlets source the most part of their products locally.
At the Market, three out of six - seven traders found there every week sell food products:
one stall for confectionary, one for fruit and vegetables and one butcher selling meats
from his van. Unfortunately, only the butcher (Yorkshire Wold Sausage enterprise)
agreed to take part in the survey, although the other two traders stated that their products
were produced locally as well. The Little Delicatessen owned by the Samuel Smith’s Old
Brewery kindly provided a list of their suppliers and communicated the approximate
number of customers per week but were not able to give any further information. The
remaining three independent shop keepers completed the survey (Table 1).
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Outlet

% of annual turnover due to
sales of local food and drink

Main local produce sold

Fruit, vegetables + fish, bread,

Sycamore Farm Shop

61-80%

Devine Meats

81-100%

Meat

G.E. Ward&Sons

81-100%

Meat

The Little Delicatessen

N/A

Yorkshire Wold Sausage
(Thursdays market)

eggs, processed food

Beer, wines, preserves,
sweets

81-90%

Meat

Table 1. Key findings from the retail survey in Tadcaster.
The Sycamore Farm Shop sells vegetables grown at their own farm and brought from
within and outside the study area (Fig.2, 6). Fruit and vegetables purchased in Leeds
might come from other regions. Fish and crabs sold in this shop come from the family
members in Whitby.

Sycamore Farm Shop owner at his shop’s front door.
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The Little Delicatessen source some of their fine foods, honey and ice cream from the
core study area; the majority of their products come from the local supply area within 30
miles from Tadcaster, and only two their suppliers are located outside of this circle (Fig.3,
6).
Devine Meats buy their meat (pork, beef, lamb) and chicken from four producers based in
the core study area (Fig.4, 6). Apart from everyday sales to the local residents, they
supply a number of pubs and restaurants in the town, as well as the Little Delicatessen
who use Devine’s products to prepare ready meals in their store.
Two out of four G.E. Ward’s suppliers (meat, chicken, ham) are situated in the core study
area and two others (eggs, milk) in the local supply area (Fig.5, 6).
Yorkshire Wold Sausage enterprise which sells their meats from the van at the Market
are based about forty miles from Tadcaster - beyond the local supply area (Fig. 6).

Devine Meats shop owner and sons.
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Tadcaster
pâtés

Church Fenton
(Tadcaster)
vegetables

Tadcaster
customers

Boston Spa
bread

Yorkshire

UK

Abroad

York
preserves

Sycamore
Farm Shop

Leeds
fruit, veg, milk,
packaged food

Whitby
fish

Driffield
eggs

Figure 2. Supply structure of the Sycamore Farm Shop.
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Tadcaster
pubs

Hull
fine food

Featherstone
cheese

Harrogate
confectionary
fine food
Whitby
bakery items

Steeton
bakery items

Wheldrake
preserves

Blubberhouse
smoked meat
and fish

The Little
Delicatessen

Barton-le-Wil
lows
confectionary
Melmerby
preserves

Skipton
confectionary

Bishopthorpe
honey

Acaster
Malbis
ice cream

Figure 3. Supply structure of the Little Delicatessen.
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York
fine food

Tadcaster
customers

Askham Bryan

beef
Tadcaster
customers
Stutton

pork

Newton Kyme

Devine
Meats

Tadcaster
pubs/restaurants

lamb
Tadcaster
The Little
Delicatessen

Peckfield

chicken

Newton Kyme

beef, pork,
lamb, chicken
Escrick

ham

Thirsk

G.E.Ward
&
Sons

Tadcaster
customers

eggs

Scarcroft

milk

Figures 4, 5. Supply structure of Devine Meats and the G.E. Ward&Sons.
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Figure 6. Locations of food producers supplying Tadcaster’s food outlets. Circles of ten
and thirty miles radius are centered on Tadcaster.
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Thus, the majority of producers and processors supplying the studied food outlets are
located within the recognised local supply area. Regarding the processors, we cannot be
sure that all their ingredients also come from the local area but for the present study their
contribution to the local economy is of higher importance than the strictly local
provenance of their products.

b.

Producers in the study area

Eighteen correctly completed questionnaires were returned by post and accepted for the
database. With the total of 117 questionnaires sent out, the response rate made 15.38%
which is quite common for this kind of study. The web survey was completed by four
farmers, but the response rate cannot be calculated as the NFU and the Askham Bryan
College who distributed the links did not disclose the number of receivers.

Farm cottages at Oxton near Tadcaster
The majority of respondents are mixed type farms producing beef, growing wheat, barley
or rapeseed, some of them also keep sheep and grow vegetables (Fig.7). Processed
foods (pies, ready meals, puddings), apples, potatoes, poultry, milk and pork producers
are represented only by 1-2 respondents per category. On the whole, this corresponds to
the structure of agricultural production in the region (Yorkshire and the Humber, no
specific data for Selby District found) with cereals and livestock being the leading
categories (DEFRA, 2014).
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Beef

Sheep
Poultry
Pork
Vegetables
Processed foods

Apples
Potatoes
Wheat
Barley
Oats

Rapeseed
Milk
Maize

Figure 7. Produce of the farms responded to the postal and web surveys.
In the studied sample, producers of apples, vegetables, potatoes, processed foods,
poultry, as well as some of the beef producers, tend to sell their products at independent
shops and in restaurants/pubs. Farms growing vegetables prefer trading at general
markets, at their own shops or via box schemes. The majority of the livestock farms that
responded sell animals at auction markets in Selby and York. Crop growers sell in bulk to
wholesalers or, sometimes, to feed mills. The milk producers that responded sell widely to
milk processors, independents, restaurants and institutions (Fig.8).
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Independent shops
Box schemes
Own farm shop
Markets (general)
Markets (livestock)
Restaurants/pubs
Wholesalers

Food processors
Institutions
Other

Figure 8. Categories of clients supplied by the respondents.
Fig.9 shows that the size of mixed farms participating in the survey varied from below 200
acres up to 1,700 acres, with the majority lying in the range 150-300 acres. This
corresponds to the average size of mixed farms in the region reported in 2011 (FBS,
2012). Three cereal farms responded to the survey, size 190, 250 and 750 acres, while
the average for the region was 363 acres (FBS, 2012). Two general cropping farms cover
the area of 300 acres each, which is significantly lower than the 2011 regional average of
509 acres. Finally, the area of the participating beef farm (300 ac) was bigger than the
medium livestock farm area in the region (252 ac; FBS, 2012). Thus, there is no clear
general trend observed in the sample when compared to the figures for the region.
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Figure 9. Areas covered by the farms participating in the survey.
Thirty per cent of the respondents chose not to disclose their annual turnover, the others
have kindly provided us with this information. No specific data on the turnover of farms in
the region were found, so these results were compared to the average turnover of farms
of relevant categories across England via the Farm Business Survey’s benchmarking
service (www.farmbusinesssurvey.co.uk). On average, the annual turnover of the
participated mixed farms was close to the national figure for England of £230,000 (Fig.
10). Only one general cropping farm disclosed the figure of their annual turnover
(£70,000) which was three times lower than that of an average general cropping farm of
the same size in England. Turnover of the only cereal farm which communicated this
figure (£150,000) was significantly lower than that of an average small cereal farm in
England (£260,000), but their farming area was also considerably smaller. The beef farm
stated they made £300,000 per year, which was much more than an average livestock
farm of this size would make in the rest of England, according to the Farm Business
Survey (£160,000). It is suggested that the data on the annual turnover obtained in the
course of the present study were too scattered and were not representative enough to
make a conclusion about the general trend.
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Figure 10. Estimated annual turnover of the participated farms plotted against their
acreage.
Expectedly, farms of the two largest categories in the sample (growing cereals and
rearing livestock for sale) were not interested in trading in Tadcaster (Fig. 11). Four
producers said they were ready to consider the opportunity of selling their products to
different categories of clients in Tadcaster: in independent shops, to restaurants/pubs, to
institutions (e.g. schools) or via home delivery. These were producers of ready meals,
pies, vegetables, apples, poultry and milk, i.e. of products which could be sold directly to
consumers (Fig. 11).
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cereals, livestock

ready meals, pies, vegetables, apples, poultry, milk

Figure 11. Respondent’s interest in trading in Tadcaster.
Some respondents said that they had not found or would not find enough customers in
the town and that the market would not bring them enough revenue (Fig.12)
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Barriers to trading in Tadcaster
Finding customers
Not enough potential
revenue from the market
Inability to provide regular
and consistent supply
Producing bulk
commodities
Other - competition
Other - supplying only
wholesalers
N/A

Figure 12. Barriers to trading in Tadcaster according to the respondents. N/A stands
for “answer not available”.
Among the most important factors for selling produce in Tadcaster the respondents
named increasing the awareness of customers about the local food products’ value. It is
suggested that this factor has such an importance for these producers as the products of
their category (ready meals, vegetables, poultry, apples) are widely sold by supermarkets
which the local producers are struggling to compete with. The increase of consumers’
awareness might be achieved through advertising and campaigning for local food.
As Figure 13 shows, food producers participated in the survey are mostly located within
the core study area (10 miles radius) and three of them are in the local supply area (30
miles radius).
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Figure 13. Farms responded to the survey.

c. Other producers identified
On the whole, 71 food producers and processors were identified in the present study via
the surveys, interviews and investigations at food outlets and festivals (Fig. 14). Apart
from production categories discussed above, there were producers of liquors, pies and
cheese found in the local supply area and in the neighboring county (Lincolnshire).
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Figure 14. All food producers and processors identified in the study.
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d. Other relevant activity for the study area
Food festivals
Food festivals are regularly held in Malton, Selby and Wetherby close to Tadcaster, and
usually attract many visitors. At the moment, only one local food retailer in Tadcaster
(Sycamore Farm Shop) supports the idea of joining a festival of this kind but,
unfortunately, they are not able to provide enough products to fill a standard stall. The
Little Delicatessen does not participate in any events, and products of the butchers are
too perishable to sell them in the open air. However, these shop keepers and some of the
local residents are keen to have their own food festival in Tadcaster.

Malton Food Festival

Deliciouslyorkshire
Deliciouslyorkshire (DY) is a massive regional scheme covering local food businesses in
Yorkshire and providing its members with support, opportunity to participate in special
events and training. DY Group work in partnership with the Yorkshire Agricultural Society
running the Great Yorkshire Show which is the biggest agricultural event in England.
According to their Membership, Marketing and Media Manager, 104 out of 300 of their
members are located in North Yorkshire which has “a strong food heritage and
connection with local food which is present throughout the region. The success of
Farmers’ markets and farm shops is an indication of how popular the local food scene is”
(private interview via email). The DY does not hold particular data on Selby District but
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the Manager suggested that for small towns like Tadcaster “the biggest competition
comes from other North Yorkshire towns such as Malton and York who have made a
name for their town in terms of food and drink.”
Town twinning
Tadcaster is twinned with the French town of Saint-Chély-dʼApcher located in the Lozère
department. An idea of local food exchange between Tadcaster and its twin town was
suggested to the Twinning Committee and, apparently, appreciated by its members. A
request was sent to the Twinning Committee of Saint-Chély-dʼApcher. The Brewery
stated that they could offer for exchange their beers and then display products from
Saint-Chély-dʼApcher in their shop (the Little Delicatessen). The Sycamore Farm Shop is
also ready to let a shelf for French products.

5. Actions and opportunities
It is suggested that actions for involvement of the local food sector into the regeneration
of Tadcaster might be based on the opportunities coming from the findings of this
research and related to:
1.

Retailing. Development of the local food retailing sector can increase the foot fall

in the town centre through attracting customers to the High Street shops and building the
‘food identity’ of the town. The improved satisfaction of the local residents would bring
more of them shopping in the small independent shops instead of out-of-town
supermarkets thus leaving the money circulating within the local economy. This could be
achieved through enriching the existing local food outlets in Tadcaster, particularly the
Thursday Morning Market, with the products of producers identified in the area. A
database of producers shown on the maps in the previous chapters was created to make
sure the Company would be able to contact them in future. Opening of new shops in the
High Street of Tadcaster in the following year seems to be unlikely due to the property
ownership issues. It is suggested that the Town Council and the District Council together
with the Tadcaster and Rural Community Interest Company could make an effort to
stimulate the local food retailing through a short-term programme for targeted support
(Appendix 1). If successful, this pilot programme could be later developed into a wider
and longer-term project.
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2.

Events. Participation of the local retailers and producers in such events like

Malton/Selby/Wetherby food festivals could be a good start for promotion of the town and
its local food outlets among residents of the District. Organisation of Tadcaster’s own food
festival could make a great impact on the town and it is suggested that the CIC could
apply to the local authorities, businesses or to a charitable trust to fund the festival, or it
could be combined with other events (e.g. Tadcaster Rock Festival) to share the costs.
Another option is the arrangement of meetings between stakeholders in order to bring a
greater coherence to the sector and to encourage their co-operation for development.
3.

Public sector and education. Tadcaster Grammar School state they buy food for

catering from local producers. Unfortunately, we did not succeed in our efforts to contact
them so the further investigation is needed. On the whole, there are a number of
institutions in the area which might be encouraged to support the local food sector
through contracts, educational activities (e.g. classes on food growing or nutritional value
of foods for children and adults). The opportunities related to the public procurement
should also be investigated.
4.

Advertising and promotion. Both street and the

mass media advertising could be useful for
bringing more visitors to the High Street shops
which are very poorly advertised at the moment.
This can include posters at car parks to be seen by
visitors on arrival, leaflets distributed in public
places,

advertising

in

the

Tadcaster

Today

magazine and other publications. The Business
Focus section in Tadcaster Today could be later
developed in or complemented by a Local Food
Business column.

Sycamore Farm Shop opening poster
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5.

Joining nationwide local food initiatives or adopting a model of one the ‘one-town’

initiatives. The Incredible Edible Todmorden is a good example of how a town can benefit
from a public initiative to promote community growing and knowledge sharing. This
initiative could be led by the CIC.
6.

Town twinning food exchange. Launch of the food exchange between Tadcaster and

Saint-Chély-d'Apcher could encourage wider interest to local food in the town and
develop a positive link between the Samuel Smith’s Old Brewery and the local
government. The idea is currently discussed by the Twinning Committee of
Saint-Chély-d'Apcher.
7.

Development of a local food policy for the area of Tadcaster. Bristol Food Council

has shown that a Town Council and local food sector stakeholders can achieve great
results working together on a local food policy. To begin with, a round table of the ‘Local
Food Group’ could be arranged with participation of town and district councillors,
representatives of the NFU, the Askham Bryan College and the National Healthcare
System, local food retailers and producers, etc. to discuss the current situation in the local
food sector and to establish a basis for the future co-operation. The loсal food policy sets
up objectives for local food sector development, in our case, coupled with the town
regeneration, and demonstrates commitment of the stakeholders. The policy should
include all aspects discussed in this chapter and requires a special full scale study to be
properly developed. The purpose of the policy could be roughly formulated as “to
establish a mutually beneficial link between Tadcaster and the local food sector through
regular activities aimed at increasing both the foot fall in the town centre and sales of the
local food retailers and producers.” Three main objectives could include:
a. To champion the use of local, independent food shops and traders in the town
centre (adopted from Bristol Food Policy Council, 2013). Apart from the
programme suggested in Appendix 1 of this report, the Local Food Group could
also make a call to the town property owners to see if any of them would be able
to provide commercial spaces or to share them with new local food outlets. The
indicators of achievement of this objective would be the number of new local food
outlets; the increase in the number of customers in the existing local food shops
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and at the market; the turnover of these outlets.
b. To facilitate the distribution of local food products to restaurants, pubs and
institutions (adopted from Bristol Food Policy Council, 2013). The Local Food
Group could campaign to favour the local caterers who buy food locally, to
encourage them to buy more and to make long-term contracts. The CIC could act
as an intermediary finding local food suppliers willing to sell their products to a
particular category of clients in the town and putting them in touch with clients who
want to buy these products. The indicators of achievement would be the number
of caterers buying food locally, the percentage local food takes in their sales, the
duration of contracts.
c. To increase consumers’ awareness of the local food supply, of the nutritional
value of fresh food and of the value of local food for the local economy. This
includes actions related to education, advertising and events as suggested above.
The educational part could be undertaken not only by the local schools but by the
Askham Bryan College and the National Health System representatives as well,
through participation in open conferences and consultations for the local
residents. The indicators of achievement would be the numbers of events and
participants, increased number of customers and turnover of the local food
retailers in the town.
This list is only a rough estimation of what the Local Food Policy could look like, to
create a real ready-to-use policy this must be developed and extended through an
additional study and multiple discussions with stakeholders.
8.

Extension of the research to the whole of Selby District. It was noticed that

production and distribution of local food within the district are uneven, creating ‘local food
deserts’ like Tadcaster, with only a small number of outlets which are unable to satisfy
needs of the local residents. At the same time, Tadcaster may not be regarded as an
isolated area, so a wider study in the District could help understand the whole picture of
its food sector and find the ways to reinforce links for the three principle towns, Tadcaster,
Sherburn-in-Elmet and Selby with its business and cultural environment.
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6. Conclusions
The local food sector in the area of Tadcaster and wider Selby District has certain
potential to contribute to the regeneration of the towns: a number of producers have
stated their wish to sell their products in the town outlets, and many more local food
producers were identified in the course of this study but still have not been interviewed.
The local food retailers and some of the residents of the town seem to be very
enthusiastic about the ideas of the local food exchange with Tadcaster’s twin town in
France and of the arrangement of a local food festival. Some influential food & agriculture
related organisations found in the area could contribute to the local food sector
development at least with their specialist advice, or even get involved in the process. On
the whole, we consider the results of the study as positive and believe that the local food
sector development in Tadcaster is possible and could be of great value for the town
regeneration yet not requiring big investment.
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Appendix 1: Draft of a programme for supporting the local food sector in Tadcaster and Villages
Action

Respondents

Objective

Methods

Expected outcome

To identify the needs for support of
the local food shops and the market.
Call for evidence

Local food retailers,
Tadcaster Social Club

This can include the need for shop

Leaflets, questionnaires,

renovation, bringing new traders to

request for supporting

the market, advertising, legal

documents

Needs for support
identified

assistance, consumer & marketing
advice, supply improvement etc.
Local food retailers,
Listing the needs and

Tadcaster Social Club

suggesting the possible

will have to confirm

ways forward

they agree with the

Analysis of the evidence,
To produce an action plan for support
of the retailers

listing

budget planning, seek for
potential subcontractors (if
renovation)

Presentation of the

Financial and or

evidence and the plan to

The Town Council, the

To get the Councils involved into the

the Town and the

District Council

local food sector development

Presentation, round table

District Councils

Charitable trust

funding

Presentation of the

To get extra funding for the
programme (if needed)

_____________

To inform the Brewery about the

evidence and the plan to

Samuel Smith’s Old

current local food issues in the town

Presentation or notification

the Samuel Smith’s Old

Brewery

and to get them involved into the

by email/post

Brewery

organisational support
of the programme by
the Councils

Application to a
charitable trust for

Action plan

required e.g. for shop

programme

Financial support of
the programme

The local food issues
brought to the
Brewery’s attention

Action

Respondents

Objective

Subcontracting with

Subcontractors,

To provide services necessary to

providers of the relevant

retailers, Social Club,

support the local food retailers

services

CIC

Methods

______________

Expected outcome

Retailers’ needs in
services satisfied

To provide services which the CIC is
able to deliver itself, e.g. arrangement

Providing other support
by the CIC itself when

Retailers, Social Club

possible

of events, help with applications for

Depending on the identified

Retailers’ needs in

the further funding from other

needs

services satisfied

sources, advice on advertising and
marketing etc.

Feedback collection

Retailers, Social Club

Town Council, District
Evaluation of
programme’s outcome

Council, charitable
trust, the Brewery,
retailers, Social Club,
general public

To collect evidence of programme’s
impact

Questionnaires, interviews,
supporting documents
requested

Data on the
programme’s impact

Analysis of the feedback,
To produce a report communicating

analysis of retailers’

outcomes, advantages and

performance before and

drawbacks of the programme and a

after programme

plan for improvement (if applicable)

implementation,

Evaluation report

benchmarking etc.

Local food producers,
potential commercial

To draw attention to local food in

Communication of

space tenants,

Tadcaster and to encourage

Mass media, distribution of

local food in the town,

results to the general

investors, any relevant

development and investment. To

the report/leaflets in public

new

public

business, agricultural

increase awareness of consumers

places, via newsletters etc.

investors/sponsors/ten

organisations,

about local food

consumers
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Increased demand for

ants/suppliers

